Bisphenol A alters early oogenesis and follicle formation in the fetal ovary of the rhesus monkey
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Widespread use of the endocrine disrupting chemical bisphenol A (BPA) in consumer products has resulted in nearly continuous human exposure. In rodents, low-dose exposures have been reported to adversely affect two distinct stages of oogenesis in the developing ovary: the events of prophase at the onset of meiosis in the fetal ovary and the formation of follicles in the perinatal ovary. Because these effects could influence the reproductive longevity and success of the exposed individual, we conducted studies in the rhesus monkey to determine whether BPA induces similar disturbances in the developing primate ovary. The routes and levels of human exposure are unclear; hence, two different exposure protocols were used: single daily oral doses and continuous exposure via subdermal implant. Our analyses of second trimester fetuses exposed at the time of meiotic onset suggest that, as in mice, BPA induces subtle disturbances in the prophase events that set the stage for chromosome segregation at the first meiotic division. Our analyses of third-trimester fetuses exposed to single daily oral doses during the time of follicle formation revealed an increase in multilooocyte follicles analogous to that reported in rodents. However, two unique phenotypes were evident in continuously exposed animals: persistent unenclosed oocytes in the medullary region and small, nongrowing oocytes in secondary and antral follicles. Because effects on both stages of oogenesis were elicited using doses that yield circulating levels of BPA analogous to those reported in humans, these findings raise concerns for human reproductive health.

Bisphenol A (BPA) is a synthetic chemical that has endocrine disrupting properties. Owing to its high-volume production and widespread use in consumer products, including canned foods, pressure-printed receipts, dental sealants, and plastic products, humans are exposed to BPA on a daily basis. During the past 15 y, adverse effects of low-dose exposures have been reported in hundreds of studies of experimental animals (reviewed in refs. 1 and 2), and human studies reporting adverse effects are steadily increasing (reviewed in ref. 3).

Environmental exposures that affect the developing reproductive tract or influence gamete production may compromise fertility and, consequently, findings from studies of rodents exposed to BPA are of great concern. Fetal and neonatal BPA exposures reportedly affect the developing reproductive tract of both males and females, several distinct stages of oogenesis in the developing ovary, testosterone levels and sperm counts in the adult male, and the fertility of females exposed in utero (reviewed in refs. 4–7).

Despite growing evidence of harm, the relevance of findings from rodent studies has been challenged on the grounds that differences in BPA metabolism may result in different responses in rodents and humans to the same doses of BPA (reviewed in ref. 8). Recent pharmacokinetic studies, however, have provided direct evidence that, despite differences in metabolism, the pharmacokinetics are extraordinarily similar in rodents, nonhuman primates, and humans (9). Nevertheless, given the seriousness of the possible effects of BPA on the reproductive potential of the female, studies in an animal model with greater similarity to the human are clearly warranted.

The rhesus monkey has been recognized as a superior model for human reproductive physiology for many years (10, 11). As a model for developmental toxicology it has distinct advantages (12) because pregnancy in primates and rodents differs in several important respects, including placentation (13), placental protein products (14), and fetal adrenal function (15). Of particular relevance for studies of endocrine disrupting chemicals, the levels of estrogen maintained throughout pregnancy in rhesus females are similar to those in humans (16–18), which is not the case in mice.

Previous studies in mice suggest that low-level BPA exposure disrupts oogenesis at multiple stages. It disturbs the behavior of chromosomes at the onset of meiosis in the fetal ovary, disrupts the packaging of meiotically arrested oocytes into follicles in the newborn ovary, and affects the final stages of oocyte maturation in the adult ovary (19–21), reviewed in ref. 5). In the present study, we investigated whether defects in the fetal stages of oogenesis might also be apparent in BPA-exposed rhesus females.

The studies presented here were conducted in conjunction with pharmacokinetic studies of female rhesus monkeys (9). Initial studies using single oral doses of 400 μg kg⁻¹ d⁻¹ administered to nonpregnant females demonstrated rapid conjugation (inactivation) of BPA, with peak serum levels of 2–5 ng/mL attained 1–2 h after ingestion and a rapid decline thereafter. Because the dose was high (~8 times the current FDA “safe” dose) but peak levels closely approximated levels observed in human studies (reviewed in refs. 22 and 23), we concluded that human exposure must be significantly higher than assumed, not primarily restricted to oral routes, and nearly constant (9). Thus, in addition to using an oral dosing strategy, we developed a protocol using the implantation of controlled-release Silastic capsules to achieve sustained low-level exposure.

The timing of exposure using both protocols was designed to mimic the developmental windows that elicited effects in the ovary in mice: an early exposure during the second trimester of pregnancy [gestational day (GD) 50–100], when germ cell differentiation and meiotic entry occur, and a late exposure during the third trimester (GD 100-term), when follicle formation takes place. We report here the results of meiotic studies of BPA-exposed and control animals from the early exposure cohort and studies of follicle morphology and the first wave of follicle growth from the late exposure cohort. Our results confirm previous findings in rodents, indicating that the early stages of oocyte development in the rhesus monkey are vulnerable to disturbance by BPA and suggesting that fetal exposures may adversely affect the reproductive potential of adult female primates, including humans.

Results

The results presented here represent one of several studies of the same cohort of females, among them pharmacokinetic studies
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Recombination is increased in BPA-exposed animals than in the single control, the limited data precluded meaningful analysis. A sufficient number of pachytene cells for analysis were available, however, from animals exposed continuously to BPA via Silastic implants. Consistent with previous findings in mice (19), a highly significant increase in mean MLH1 values per cell was observed in oocytes from exposed compared with placebo-treated fetuses (50.4 ± 7.0 for 33 cells from exposed females and 42.2 ± 5.9 for 70 cells from controls; \( t = 6.8; \ P < 0.001; \) Fig. 1).

In the mouse, BPA induced synaptic defects (i.e., defects involving one or several chromosome pairs in an otherwise normal pachytene cell) and end-to-end associations that almost exclusively involved centromeric regions of nonhomologous chromosomes (19). To determine whether BPA exposure in the rhesus monkey induced similar defects, cells judged to be at pachytene on the basis of SYCP3 staining were scored. As in the human female (27), the incidence of synaptic defects in control females was high compared with that in the mouse, with over one-third of cells displaying some type of synaptic defect (Fig. 2). Against this high background, a slight decrease in the proportion of normal pachytene cells was evident in fetuses from females given a single daily oral dose and those continuously exposed, but the difference between placebo and exposed fetuses did not reach significance for either exposure (Fig. 2D). Scoring of nonhomologous associations was complicated by the fact that, unlike mouse chromosomes in which centromeres are located close to the telomeres and can be unambiguously identified as regions of dense chromatin, one end of the SC, centromeres are interstitially placed on rhesus chromosomes. Thus, rather than scoring end-to-end associations, we scored the number and extent of centromere associations in pachytene cells. No obvious difference between exposed and control animals was observed in the group given a single daily oral dose (Fig. 2E); however, a significant increase in oocytes with associations was observed in the continuous exposure group (\( \chi^2 = 11.8; \ P < 0.01 \)). In addition, the extent of the associations was markedly different, with an increase in cells with associations involving five or more chromosomes in exposed fetuses (Fig. S1).

**BPA Influences Follicle Formation.** In mice, a variety of estrogenic exposures (including BPA) disrupt follicle formation, causing an increase in multioocyte follicles (reviewed in ref. 28). In the rhesus monkey, follicle formation occurs during the third trimester of pregnancy (25). Thus, neonates from females exposed to BPA from GD 100–term were used to assess effects of BPA on follicle formation.

To test the hypothesis that BPA exposure in utero disrupts follicle formation, we compared the incidence of multioocyte follicles in serial sections of ovaries from exposed and control females. It is inherently difficult to obtain accurate counts of total primordial follicles (29). This, coupled with the density of primordial follicles in the cortical region of the rhesus ovary, made it impractical to count single and multioocyte primordial follicles.
Thus, we focused on growing follicles, counting secondary and antral follicles in the medullary region of the ovary, and scoring the number of oocytes in each follicle (Fig. 3). A comparison of the proportion of secondary and antral follicles containing a single, two to three, four to five, or more than five oocytes revealed a highly significant difference between control and exposed females given a single daily oral dose (Fig. 3A; $\chi^2 = 71.7; P < 0.001$), with the most noticeable difference in categories with the greatest number of oocytes (four to five and more than five).

In females exposed continuously, the overall distribution of follicles containing from one to more than five oocytes was not significantly different between exposed and control females (Fig. 3B). However, considered alone, the proportion of follicles with more than five oocytes was significantly enriched in exposed females ($\chi^2 = 17.2; P < 0.001$). (C–H) Examples of multioocyte follicles from exposed females. (C) Multioocyte secondary follicle containing three oocytes; this type of follicle was common in exposed and control ovaries. (D and E) Multioocyte secondary follicles containing many oocytes and oocytes of variable sizes (E, arrow). (F and G) Multioocyte antral follicles; in two (G and H), small, apparently non-growing oocytes are evident at the edge of the follicle (arrows).

Fig. 2. Comparison of meiotic defects in BPA-exposed and placebo-treated fetuses. (A–C) Images of pachytene cells. (A) normal; (B) cell with two synaptic defects (arrows); (C) cell with associations involving at least four centromeres. Cells were immunostained with an antibody to SYCP3 to detect the synaptonemal complex (red) and CREST (blue) to visualize centromeres. (D) Frequency of synaptic defects in single daily oral and continuously exposed fetuses. For both exposures, synaptic defects were slightly, although not significantly, increased ($\chi^2 = 0.3, P = 0.9$ and $\chi^2 = 3.6, P = 0.17$ for single and continuous, respectively) in BPA-exposed fetuses (black bars) compared with placebo controls (gray bars). Values represent mean ± SEM; data represent 118 cells from four females given a single daily oral dose compared with 135 cells from controls, and 105 cells from six continuously exposed females compared with 83 cells from two controls. (E) Comparison of centromere associations in oocytes from BPA-exposed (black bars) and placebo-treated (gray bars) fetuses. Bars represent mean ± SEM. The number of cells with associations was not significantly different between animals receiving single daily oral BPA doses and controls ($\chi^2 = 0.5; P = 0.9$) but was significantly increased in fetuses continuously exposed to BPA ($\chi^2 = 11.8; P = 0.01$).
Although the continuous exposure treatment yielded only an increase in follicles containing a large number of oocytes, the emergence of two unique phenotypes in this group suggests a striking effect on follicle formation. First, in some growing follicles, oocytes markedly different in size were present (Fig. 3E). This was particularly striking in several large antral follicles in which small oocytes appeared trapped in the granulosa cell layer at the edge of the follicle (Fig. 3 G and H). Second, during the analysis of secondary and antral follicles, it became apparent that many small, unenclosed oocytes were present in the medullary region of ovaries from some females in the continuous exposure group. As shown in Fig. 4, these unenclosed oocytes were present in “nests.” When the slides were decoded, it was evident that four of the six continuously exposed animals exhibited an extraordinary number of nests.

Importantly, the two phenotypes were correlated; antral follicles containing small, apparently nongrowing oocytes were restricted to females with a high frequency of unenclosed oocytes. These findings prompted us to rescore the animals given a daily oral dose. Although more nests were scored in ovaries of BPA-exposed females, this was not a strong phenotype in those with daily oral exposure (Fig. 4). Further, an analysis of antral follicles revealed only a single follicle containing oocytes of markedly disparate size; notably, this follicle was found in the female with the highest number of nests.

Discussion
Previous studies in mice have identified three stages of oogenesis that are adversely affected by BPA (reviewed in ref. 5). In primate ovaries, two of these (the onset of meiosis and follicle formation) occur during fetal development, and the current study was designed to determine whether maternal levels of BPA analogous to those reported in humans induce detectable effects in the fetal primate ovary. Because current levels and routes of human exposure remain unclear, we assessed effects resulting from exposures of different durations. The administration of single daily oral doses of BPA has been reported to induce a wide range of effects on the developing rodent fetus, including both stages of oogenesis under investigation in the current study (19, 21, 30, 31). However, in both pregnant monkeys and mice, the oral dose administered in our studies yields peak levels of bioactive BPA in the 3 to 4 ng/mL range within several hours of ingestion, followed by a rapid decline to low levels (9). Importantly, the average concentration of free BPA during the 24-h period (0.5 ng/mL) is considerably lower than the 2 ng/mL levels reported in numerous human studies (reviewed in ref. 9), suggesting that this exposure paradigm does not adequately mimic human exposure. Indeed, it has been argued that, in addition to oral exposures, humans must be exposed to significant amounts of BPA via non-oral routes and exposure must be nearly constant (23, 32). Thus, to assess the effect of constant, low-level exposure, we used controlled-release capsule implants to provide sustained, low-level BPA exposure.

Our results suggest that, as in mice, the fetal primate ovary is sensitive to BPA and exhibits alterations in both meiotic prophase and follicle formation. Given the physiological relevance of the rhesus model and the similarity between levels of bioactive ( unconjugated) BPA in maternal serum of rhesus monkeys and those reported in humans (23), the finding that data from small groups of monkeys recapitulate many findings from studies in mice raises concerns about the reproductive impact of current levels of human exposure to BPA.

BPA Disrupts the Key Events of Meiotic Prophase. We reported previously that fetal BPA exposure affects synapsis and recombination during meiotic prophase in the mouse (19). These events are critical for the segregation of homologous chromosomes at the first meiotic division, and subtle BPA-induced disturbances during prophase increase the incidence of chromosomally abnormal eggs produced by the mature female mouse (19). Similar prophase disturbances have been reported in Caenorhabditis elegans (33) and in human fetal ovaries exposed in vitro (34), and expression studies in the mouse have provided evidence of corresponding changes in gene expression (35).

Our studies of prophase oocytes, although largely limited to the group of continuously exposed females, provide evidence of similar defects, suggesting that BPA adversely affects prophase events in a wide range of eukaryotes, including primates. As in mice (19, 33), BPA exposure increased the levels of recombination in pachytene cells. However, although the same trends were observed, synaptic defects in BPA-exposed monkeys were considerably less pronounced than in the mouse. Several factors likely contribute to this difference. As in humans (27), analysis of pachytene-stage cells in the rhesus female is more complex than in the mouse, because the SCS are longer and a large number of synaptic defects are evident even in control females. This high background of synaptic defects almost certainly complicates efforts to discern an increase in synaptic defects in a limited sample size. However, centromeric associations between nonhomologous chromosomes were significantly increased in continuously exposed animals. The reason that similar defects were not apparent in the group given single daily oral exposure is not clear, although our studies in mice suggest that this phenotype is strongly dose-dependent.

BPA Disrupts Follicle Formation. The formation of multioocyte follicles (MOFs) that contain more than a single oocyte has been reported in a wide variety of species (36–38). Although MOFs are common in some species, including the rhesus monkey (25, 38), they are relatively rare in rodents. MOFs, however, can be induced by a wide range of estrogenic exposures (reviewed in ref. 28). BPA exposure has been reported to increase the incidence of MOFs in the mouse (21, 39), rat (31), and lamb (30), and the second developmental window of exposure in our studies (GD 100–term) was designed to test the effect of BPA exposure on follicle formation in the fetal rhesus ovary.
A striking difference in the effects of single daily and continuous exposures on follicle formation was evident. Single daily exposure significantly increased multioocyte follicles, as reported in other species (21, 30, 31, 39). Further, as in rodents, the effect was evident not only as an increase in the number of MOFs, but also in the number of oocytes they contained (Fig. 3). Surprisingly, however, the number of MOFs was not significantly increased in continuously exposed animals, although the average number of oocytes contained in MOFs was higher. Because single daily and continuous exposure experiments were conducted during different breeding seasons, each group had a separate set of controls. Differences in the frequency of MOFs in the two control groups suggest that exposure to phytosterogens, which fluctuate with growing conditions and are known to induce MOFs (40), likely differed. Thus, an effect of BPA on follicle formation in the continuous exposure group may not have been detected owing to the interference of phytosterogens. However, we favor an alternate explanation: that disturbances in follicle formation in continuously exposed females manifest as a different phenotype, with a different underlying mechanism. Four of the six continuously exposed females exhibited a marked increase in small, unenclosed oocytes in the medullary region of the ovary. Although estrogenic exposures increase the incidence of unenclosed oocytes in the mouse, we believe that the number of these oocytes, their persistence, and their presence in the medullary region in close proximity to growing oocytes is unprecedented. That is, although unenclosed oocytes have been reported in studies conducted at the time of follicle formation (39), they have not been mentioned in studies of growing oocytes conducted on slightly older females (30, 31, 41), consistent with the expectation that unenclosed oocytes are eliminated by apoptosis. Thus, because we scored only the medullary region that contains the first wave of growing oocytes, the presence of a large number of unenclosed oocytes is surprising. Most previous studies have used single daily exposures (either oral or s.c. injection); thus, we postulate that this phenotype represents a unique effect that results from continuous BPA exposure around the time of follicle formation.

Follicle formation is complex and thought to involve programmed cell death as well as an intricate interaction between growth factor and other signaling pathways regulated by hormones and transcription factors (reviewed in ref. 28). However, a link between the oocyte cell cycle and follicle formation has also been suggested (ref. 42; reviewed in ref. 28), and delayed meiotic cell cycle progression in response to high levels of BPA has been reported (39). The oocyte is known to control the rate of follicle growth (43), and it seems plausible that oocyte enclosure may also depend on the developmental stage of the oocyte. Importantly, during the late exposure window used in our study, oocytes were transiting through the late stages of meiotic prophase and entering meiotic arrest. Thus, we hypothesize that the unique phenotypes encountered in continuously exposed females reflect a delay in meiotic progression that results in an increased number of oocytes that have not entered meiotic arrest by the time of follicle formation. If such oocytes are not yet ready for enclosure, multioocyte follicles may result from conflicting somatic and oocyte signals, causing the mistaken enclosure of “immature” oocytes. This mechanism provides an explanation for the size diversity in oocytes within multioocyte follicles and the presence of small, apparently nonresponsive oocytes in large antral follicles. That is, due to their immaturity, when such oocytes become enclosed in a multioocyte follicle that initiates growth during the first wave of folliculogenesis, they may be incapable of participating in the paracrine dialogue in the growing follicle, thus growing poorly or not at all.

Summary and Future Directions. The inherent difficulty of primate studies necessitated the use of limited numbers of animals. Nevertheless, we observed significant differences between BPA-exposed and control females at two distinct stages of oogenesis. These results provide evidence in a primate model that circulating levels of bioactive BPA analogous to those reported in humans adversely affect egg development.

Importantly, changes induced during these early stages of oocyte development have the potential to affect female reproductive success and longevity. In the mouse, subtle changes induced by BPA during meiotic prophase lead to an age-independent increase in aneuploid eggs in the adult (19). Thus, the finding that BPA induces similar effects in females implies that the reproduction nematode C. elegans (33), in cultured fragments of human fetal ovaries exposed in vitro (34), and now in the female rhesus monkey suggests that BPA induces prophase changes in a wide variety of eukaryotes. The implications for humans are troubling because the impact of these effects would not be manifested for a generation. Indeed, because exposure of the pregnant female affects the oocytes developing in the fetal ovary that will give rise to her grandchildren, establishing direct links in humans between BPA exposure and adverse reproductive outcomes will be virtually impossible.

Similarly, our studies of females exposed during late gestation add to the compelling evidence that exposure to exogenous estrogens—including BPA—adversely affects follicle formation (reviewed in ref. 28). The impact of these changes on female reproduction remains unclear, but the presence of multioocyte follicles has been correlated with diminished egg quality (37, 38). Importantly, it seems likely that the extensive failure in oocyte packaging we observed in continuously exposed females would reduce the total pool of oocytes, thereby shortening the reproductive lifespan of the examined female. Although several studies have demonstrated that BPA exposure improves reproduction performance (7), and others have suggested a decrease in the total pool of primordial follicles in BPA-exposed females (30, 31), the reproductive lifespan of exposed females has not been evaluated. Our findings, coupled with the nearly ubiquitous exposure of humans to this chemical, underscore the urgency for such studies. Finally, the differences in follicle formation defects we observed between single daily oral and continuous exposure groups adds to the growing concern that experimental studies using single daily oral exposures may not provide accurate models. Indeed, given that human exposure is nearly continuous and likely occurs by both oral and non-oral routes, the use of single daily oral exposures may underestimate the effects of BPA on the developing fetus. Thus, obtaining a clear understanding of the sources, routes, duration, and level of human BPA exposure in different populations is essential.

Materials and Methods

Animals. The adult female rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) used in these studies have been described previously (9). All procedures for maintenance and breeding of pregnant females were reviewed and approved in advance by the Institutional Animal Use and Care Administrative Advisory Committee at the University of California at Davis. Animals were maintained at the California National Primate Research Center (CNPRC) and housed individually in stainless steel cages with a 0600–1800 hours light cycle and at a controlled temperature of 25–27 °C. Purina Monkey Chow and water delivered via rigid PVC pipes and a “lixit” device were provided for ad libitum consumption. Supplements consisting of seasonal produce, seeds, and cereal were offered as environmental enrichment. Females aged 6–13 y were naturally mated according to standard CNPRC procedures. Animals were sonographically screened (44) by 40 d of gestation to identify female fetuses. Screening accuracy was 100%; all fetuses were confirmed to be female at tissue collection.

BPA Administration. Two treatment protocols were used. The first cohort was given small pieces of fruit containing 400 μg/kg body weight of deuterated BPA (dBPA; CDN Isotopes) or vehicle control once per day. A second cohort received continuous dBPA exposure via Silastic tubing implants demonstrated to produce serum levels ranging from 2.2 to 3.3 ng/mL of unconjugated dBPA in nonpregnant test females. Each cohort was further subdivided into early and late treatment groups. Early treatment animals were dosed from GD 50–100 (cohort 1: n = 5 treated, 6 control; cohort 2: n = 6 treated, 2 control) and fetuses were removed by cesarean section at the end of the treatment period. Late-treatment animals were dosed from GD 100–term (cohort 1: n = 6 treated, 6 control; cohort 2: n = 6 treated, 2 control). Levels of bioactive BPA in maternal serum were measured using
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To obtain pachytene oocytes for meiotic studies, surface

isotope-dilution liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry as described previously (9).

**Meiotic Analyses.** To obtain pachytene oocytes for meiotic studies, surface spread preparations (45) were made from early-treatment ovaries and immunostained with antibodies to SYCP3 and MLH1 for the analysis of synapsis and recombination as described previously (19), and with CREST anti-serum to facilitate centromere location. Cells judged to be at pachytene on the basis of SYCP3 staining were scored for synaptic defects using criteria described previously (19). Cells with defects included those with small gaps, bubbles, or forks evident on one or several SCs in an otherwise normal cell or with a single major defect (e.g., synaptic failure or synapsis between non-homologous chromosomes). All scoring was done by multiple observers who were blinded with respect to the status of individual animals. In addition, a second blinded analysis of centromeres was conducted; centromere associations were scored if three or more centromeres from nonhomologous chromosomes were tightly clustered (separated by two or fewer centromere signal domains).

15. Ellinwood WE, Stanczyk FZ, Lazur JJ, Novy MJ (1989) Dynamics of steroid biosynthesis and recombination as described previously (19), and with CREST anti-serum to facilitate centromere location. Cells judged to be at pachytene on the basis of SYCP3 staining were scored for synaptic defects using criteria described previously (19). Cells with defects included those with small gaps, bubbles, or forks evident on one or several SCs in an otherwise normal cell or with a single major defect (e.g., synaptic failure or synapsis between non-homologous chromosomes). All scoring was done by multiple observers who were blinded with respect to the status of individual animals. In addition, a second blinded analysis of centromeres was conducted; centromere associations were scored if three or more centromeres from nonhomologous chromosomes were tightly clustered (separated by two or fewer centromere signal domains).

**Analysis of Follicle Formation.** To characterize follicle formation, oocytes from fetuses in the late-treatment group were embedded in paraffin, serially sectioned (5 μm), and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. To score growing follicles, every tenth section throughout the medullary region was selected for scoring. Each section was imaged, a line of demarcation was drawn around the medullary region, and growing follicles were staged and counted by two blinded observers. Follicles were scored as secondary if they contained two or more granulosa cell layers but no evidence of an antrum and as antral follicles if a partially or fully formed antrum was present. Numbers of oocytes per follicle were recorded, and follicles were counted only if the section contained the nucleus of at least one oocyte. Because clusters of unenclosed oocytes were evident in some animals, all slides were rescanned in blinded fashion to count “nests,” defined as discrete groups of unenclosed follicles.
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Fig. S1. Comparisons of the number of cells exhibiting centromere associations and the extent of associations in oocytes from BPA-exposed (black bars) and placebo-treated (gray bars) fetuses.